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ABSTRACT 

The physics approaches to improved, steady-state tokamak reactors, as 
evolved through reactor design studies, ideas based on experimental results, 
and better theoretical understanding, are the foundation for the mission!-!] and 
physics design! 2! of the Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX). The mission of 
TPX is to develop the scientific basis for cost-competitive, continuously 
operating tokamak power plants. We report here the design status of TPX, a 
device optimized to achieve improved performance through strong plasma 
shaping, recycling control, and current profile shaping, while operating 
continuously. The design incorporates poloidal field flexibility for a wide range 
of operation in normalized beta and internal inductance, a double-null "Vee" 
divertor configuration for power and particle control, internal and external n ^ O 
coils, as well as passive stabilizers, for control of MHD activity, and remote 
maintenance for continuous high-power operation in deuterium. Having 
superconducting poloidal and toroidal coils, the TPX device itself is capable of 
continuous operation, although initially auxiliary equipment limits the pulse 
length to 1000 sec. 

1. Introduction 

The ARIES series of reactor designs! 3! and the SSTR studyt 4] 
investigated the potential benefits of advanced physics assumptions 
(confinement enhanced over H-mode, reliance on bootstrap current) to reduce 
the projected cost-of-electricity COE) from steady-state tokamak reactors. More 
recently, systems-code work by Galambos et alt5! showed that if the standard 
first-stability limit on beta (PN = PaB/lp ~ 3) can be exceeded, dramatic 
reductions in cost-of-electricity are possible. Parameters such as the Troyon 
limit, edge safety factor q, and net electric power were specified in this study, 

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence 
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while the machine dimensions, current, toroidal field, and other parameters 
were varied in order to minimize the resulting COE. Values of PN ~ 5, combined 
with moderate enhancements in confinement scaling over L-mode, e.g., H = 2 -
3, were found to reduce the cost of electricity by a factor of two compared to a 
demonstration reactor operating at BN = 2.5, H = 2. To achieve acceptable non-
inductive high-Q operation requires both high power density and high bootstrap 
fraction, which are achieved by raising both BN and qo. 

The evolving basis in theory and experiment for attractive regimes of 
steady-state, advanced tokamak operation was recently reviewed by 
GoldstonI6], and general implications for the design of steady-state advanced 
tokamaks were outlined. The specific fulfillment of these requirements in the 
TPX design are discussed in ref.t7!. 

The TPX design incorporates high elongation, KX = 2, and high 
triangularity, 8x = 0.8, as well as high aspect ratio, R/a = 4.5 and a double-null 
divertor. The dimensions of the device provide confinement capability, nTr °c 
(IpR/a)2, comparable to present front-line experiments: R = 2.25 m, B = 4T, lp = 2 
MA. TPX will be able to operate over a range of PN values (up to 5 at q=3 and 7 
at q=5) and current profiles [internal inductance 0.4 < i\s < 1.2 (q=3) or 1.5 
(q=5) ] with shaping and profiles such as those developed for ARIES-lt 8], those 
required for operation at high i\i9h or those associated with shear 
reversal! 1 0 ' 1 1] in the core of the plasma. 

A variety of auxiliary sources is provided for heating, current drive, and 
plasma rotation. The mix chosen for TPX provides for peaked on-axis, peaked 
off-axis, and broad driven-current profiles using, respectively, 8 MW of fast 
wave current drive (FWCD), 1.5 MW lower hybrid current drive (LHCD), and 8 
MW of neutral beam current drive (NBCD) at 120 keV. The machine is 
designed to accommodate up to 45 MW of input power, with up to 18 MW of 
FWCD, 24 MW of NBCD, and 3 MW of LHCD. The LHCD power can be further 
increased in increments of 3 MW at the expense of increments of either 8 MW of 
NBCD or 6 MW of FWCD. 

2. Operating Scenarios 

A range of attractive, steady-state operating scenarios! 7* 1 2] has been 
generated for TPX, both using the initial heating and current drive systems and 
assuming potential upgrades. For example, assuming deuterium fuel and 
typically H ~ 3, B ~ 3T, the initial power complement can support MHD stable 
current profiles in the reversed-shear model 1 3] that reach PN values in the 4-5 
range, with high bootstrap fractions (~ 70 - 90%). Within the framework of ideal 
MHD theory, a conducting wall at b/a ~ 1.3 is required for stability of the external 
kink in these cases, but experiments in Dll l-Dt 1 4 ] indicate that stability is 
obtained with resistive walls for times much longer than the L/R decay of wall 
response currents. Theories!15] invoking toroidal rotation and mode coupling 
may explain these results, requiring a rotation speed of ~ 5% of the Alfven 
speed. 



Figure 1 shows an example of how the baseline TPX heating and 
current-drive system can be used to sustain a 75% bootstrap fraction, l p = 1.63 
MA, T eo = TJO = 14 keV, reversed-shear plasma. A modest fraction of the fast 
wave system is used to drive a negative current, in opposition to the central 
portion of the NB driven current, but the full FW power is used for electron 
heating. The off-axis LHCD helps to move the reversed shear point outwards. A 
deeper minimum, displaced to larger minor radius, can be achieved by 
increasing the LH power from 1.5 to 3 MW, while allowing the total FW power to 
be reduced from 8 to 6 MW, an option being considered by the design team. 

Fully time-dependent 
versions of these scenarios 
are currently being developed, 
and must be kept self-
consistent with MHD stability, 
transport, and both power 
deposition and current-drive 
from the available auxiliary 
systems. Self-consistent time-
dependent calculations of 
feedback control of these 
modes have been carried out 
by Houlbergt16] , for advanced 
reactor scenarios. Time-
dependent calculations of the 
evolution from startup to 
equilibrium in TPX are in 
progress by the TPX physics 
team. 
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Figure 1. Example of reversed-shear 
mode profiles, using the ACCOME code 
and the initial TPX power mix, but without 
regard to stability or transport. 

3. Steady State Power and Particle Control 

At power levels up to 18 MW the divertor targets in TPX will handle the 
expected heat load (4-6 MW/m2), assuming divertor plasma conditions similar to 
those of present experiments. However, at 45 MW, using fluid and Monte Carlo 
codes to model conditions in the scrape-off and divertor plasma regions, a peak 
heat flux exceeding 15 MW/m 2 is predicted, and scaling from experiments 
suggests values above 10 MW/m 2 . A factor of 2.5 reduction (higher is 
desirable for reactor extrapolations) in the peak divertor heat flux will therefore 
be required in order to stay safely below the power handling limits (7.5 MW/m2) 
of the cooled target structure. This will be accomplished by increasing the 
radiative losses in the edge, scrape-off layer, and divertor plasmas through 
impurity plus deuterium gas fueling in the divertor region. 

Significant heat flux reduction by gas injection has already been 
demonstrated in a number of divertor tokamakst 1 8]; neon and argon are 
expected to be efficient radiators at the low temperatures expected in the 
divertor region, but poor radiators in the very high temperature core plasma 
(Te(0) ~ 15 keV). In TPX it will be necessary to also maintain good core energy 



confinement and current drive efficiency (low Zeff and high T e) in steady state. 
Recent experiments on Dlll-D have shown that, at a given argon puffing rate, the 
combination of divertor pumping and midplane fueling can reduce core plasma 
impurity contamination by factors of three or morel 1 9]. The TPX "Vee" divertor 
geometry is designed to minimize the flow of gas and impurities back to the 
main plasma, as required for core density and impurity control under highly 
radiating conditions. 

Core fueling in TPX will be provided by neutral beam injection (10 2 1 

atoms/s initially). Pellet injection can be added later for density profile control. 
Gas injector arrays in the midplane and divertor regions will provide flexibility in 
supplying fuel and impurities to optimize radiative-divertor conditions. Particle 
balance experiments! 2 0] in Tore Supra and DIII-D indicate that conditioned 
walls continuously pump energetic particles and release thermal particles into 
the scrape-off layer. These are exhausted from the system by pumped limiters 
(or pumped divertors), enabling the walls to continue pumping. The TPX will 
use 350 C bakeout and overnight glow discharge cleaning to pre-condition the 
walls, and then continuous divertor pumping to maintain steady-state particle 
exhaust. The pumping system provides a variable pumping speed up to 
88 nri3/s with external cryopumps connected to the divertor region through 16 
large-diameter ducts. In addition, turbomolecular pumps with up to 20 m 3/s are 
available to test helium exhaust scenarios. 

4. Plasma Control 

Active control of the plasma operating conditions is a key requirement 
needed to reliably sustain operating scenarios with enhanced beta and 
confinement, as well as for efficient current drive and high plasma purity. 

Control of the current profile to maintain stability of high-beta, bootstrap-
dominated configurations is a central element of the TPX strategy. The three 
heating and current-drive systems provide control of the current profile, while 
simultaneously heating both electrons and ions and maintaining rotation. A 
close-fitting conducting structure, shown in Figure 2, provides passive 
stabilization of both n=0 and low n * 0 MHD modes. Both inboard and outboard 
structures are required for vertical position control over a wide range of profiles. 
The outboard structure stabilizes external kink modes associated with high beta 
and bootstrap currents. Vertical conductors connecting upper and lower toroidal 
conductors form a "cage" structure that provides paths for eddy currents needed 
to stabilize helical MHD modes. Preliminary analysis indicates that this structure 
is sufficient to stabilize low-n modes in a reverse-shear configuration with PN up 
to 5.0. Co-injected neutral beam power will provide toroidal rotation. Motivated 
by theory! 2 1] and experiments on several machines!22] on the role of field errors 
in mode locking (which can diminish the effectiveness of passive stabilization), 
modular external coils are provided on TPX for field-error compensation. The 
currents in these coils will be able to track the poloidal field coil currents 
providing dynamic control of field errors. 



Resistive control coils 
internal to the vacuum vessel are 
used in conjunction with the 
passive structure for fast feedback 
control of the vertical and radial 
position. To control the vertical 
instability in the presence of system 
and plasma-induced noise, the 
coils and power supplies are 
designed for random fluctuations in 
vertical position with a root-mean-
square amplitude of 1 cm and 
bandwidth equal to the vertical 
instability growth rate. To maintain 

Figure 2. Cage passive conducting good plasma-antenna coupling for 
structure designed to stabilize MHD continuous radiofrequency power 
modes. flow, the coil systems can restore 

radial position to nominal in 20 ms 
(much less than an energy confinement time) following a sudden 20% drop in 
stored energy. Each coil is divided toroidally into four segments. While these 
segments will be connected in series initially to perform axisymmetric control 
functions only, at a later time they can be configured (with the addition of new 
power supplies) to implement fast feedback control of n=1 external modes. 

Accurate control of the position of the SOL with respect to in-vessel 
components (radiofrequency launchers, the passive structure, and the divertor 
pump opening) is needed in order to maintain good coupling of RF power to the 
plasma, to control local heat fluxes, and to control the particle exhaust rate. This 
high level of control must be maintained over TPX's wide operating space in fi.j3 

and p p , and in the face of significant MHD activity, in order to provide the 
flexibility to test a range of promising operating modes. Because of the low-
power, open inboard divertor configuration, the inboard shape and strike-point 
location can be allowed to vary, permitting flexibility to accommodate changes 
in the SOL width due to variations in divertor operating mode or &j3, at reduced 
cost for the poloidal coil system. The full range of equilibrium flexibility can also 
be accessed in the single-null configuration, with modest improvements to the 
PF power systems, but the peak heat flux to the flat inner divertor plate may be 
unacceptable at high power levels. 

5. Summary 

Experimental and theoretical results from around the world point to the 
possibility of improved modes of tokamak operation, which can lead to 
substantial reductions in the cost of electrical power from fusion. A capable and 
flexible design has been developed for TPX, which will support experiments 
extending previous results to the highest performance achievable'and holding 
these high-performance regimes in steady state, through active, detailed 
plasma control. Results from TPX, in combination with results from ITER and 



elsewhere, will permit the world to harness fusion as an attractive and cost-
competitive energy source for the future. 
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